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Improving accuracy of quantum operations is an indispensable task for realizing a practical quan-
tum computer. A reliable method for characterizing quantum operations is a useful tool towards
further improvements of the accuracy. Quantum tomography and randomized benchmarking pro-
tocols are current standard methods for evaluating accuracies of quantum operations, but their
estimates lack reliability because of high sensitivity to state preparation and measurement (SPAM)
errors or they use multiple approximations. Here we propose a self-consistent quantum tomographic
method. First, we derive a sufficient condition on experiments for characterizing quantum opera-
tions except for the gauge degrees of freedom. Second, we propose a new self-consistent estimator.
We mathematically prove that, when the sufficient condition is satisfied, the estimator provides
estimates that are always physical and converge to the gauge-equivalence class of the quantum
operations of interest at the limit of data size going to infinity. We also derive the rate of the
asymptotic convergence. These results theoretically guarantee that the method makes it possible to
reliably characterize accurate quantum operations.
I. INTRODUCTION
As error rates of quantum operations implemented in
recent experiments approach a fault-tolerant threshold
[1], it becomes more important to develop reliable meth-
ods for characterizing the implementation accuracy. The
results of characterization experiments are employed to
validate the implemented operations of quantum infor-
mation processing or to improve the accuracies of these
operations, if they are too low. The design of the char-
acterization methods should be guided by the suitability
of their results for such validation and improvement.
Randomized benchmarking (RB) and quantum tomog-
raphy (QT) are current standards for the characteriza-
tion. Strong points of Standard RB [2–6] and its rela-
tives [7–15] are the possibility of efficient implementation
and their robustness against state preparation and mea-
surement (SPAM) errors. On the other hand, they have
several weak points, for example, they are not applicable
to state preparations and measurements, the applicable
class of gates is limited, the evaluable quantities are lim-
ited to a single value like the average gate infidelity, and
they can be unreliable in some realistic experimental set-
tings [16–18]. There are many RB relatives [7–15], which
overcome a selection of weak points, but so far there are
no RB methods that overcome all of them. Recent nu-
merical simulations of quantum error correction (QEC)
indicate that the average gate infidelity is not enough
for determining a fault-tolerance threshold when errors
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include coherence [19, 20]. Such little information about
errors on quantum gates is neither enough to furnish their
suitability for QEC nor to achieve further improvements.
Therefore, known RB methods cannot provide enough
reliable information for the purposes needed.
Standard quantum tomography protocols [21–28] have
strong points such as they are applicable to state prepa-
ration, measurements, and gates, and that they can give
complete information of errors on each of the operations.
On the other hand, they have two weak points. First,
the high implementation cost grows exponentially with
respect to the number of qubits. Even if the total system
is large, this is not a problem when we limit the use of QT
to characterize elementary operations on each small sub-
systems. Second is the high sensitivity to SPAM errors.
Standard QT assumes that quantum operations used for
tomographic experiments are perfectly known. This as-
sumption is not valid in real experiments because there
always exist unknown imperfections in experimental de-
vices, and it leads to a bias on characterization results
that remains finite even if we have infinite amount of
data. When the size of the bias is comparable to the
size of errors on quantum operations to be characterized,
which is very similar in current and future experiments,
the results of standard QT become unreliable.
Self-consistent quantum tomography (SCQT) [29–31]
is an approach towards overcoming standard QT’s weak-
ness against SPAM errors. The basic strategy is to treat
all quantum operations used in a characterization exper-
iment as unknown objects to be estimated. The SPAM-
error problem originates from the assumption that some
operations in the experiment are perfectly known. By
removing the assumption, SCQT becomes SPAM-error-
free. As compensation of overcoming the SPAM-error
2problem, the implementation cost of SCQT becomes
higher than that of standard QT. Additionally, we cannot
determine the set of quantum operations implemented
only from experimental data even if we have infinite
amount of data, because there exist experimentally un-
detectable gauge degrees of freedom. In order to obtain
estimates of quantum operations in the SCQT setting,
we have to choose how to fix the gauge. Gate-set tomog-
raphy (GST) [31] is a representetive method in SCQT.
A software package for performing GST is provided [32].
There are two types of GST estimators, called linear GST
(LGST) and projected GST (PGST). LGST estimates
converge to the gauge-equivalence class of implemented
quantum operations and the predicted probability distri-
butions calculated from estimates converge to the actual
probability distributions at the limit of data size going
to infinity. However LGST estimates can be unphysical,
and it is unclear how to use the estimates in the valida-
tion or improvement steps. PGST estimates are guar-
anteed to be physical, but the projection leads to a bias
and predicted probability distributions do not converge
to the actual ones. Therefore known GST methods are
not suitable for analysis after characterization or unreli-
able.
In this paper, we propose a new SCQT method that
satisfies physicality and asymptotic convergence simul-
taneously. In Sec. II, we explain our notation and the
settings of characterization experiments. In Sec. III,
we show our theoretical results. We derive a sufficient
condition on experiments for characterizing quantum op-
erations except for the gauge degrees of freedom. We
propose an estimator with a regularization for the set-
ting of SCQT. By definition, the estimates are always
physical. We mathematically prove that, when the suf-
ficient condition is satisfied, the estimates converge to
a gauge-equivalence class of the implemented quantum
operations. We also derive the rate of asymptotic con-
vergence. Sec. IV is for discussions. We conclude the
paper in Sec. V.
II. NOTATION AND SETTING
We consider a d-dimensional quantum system. We
assume that d is finite and known. We use ρ, Π =
{Πω}ω∈Ω, and G for representing density matrix, posi-
tive operator-valued measure (POVM), and linear trace-
preserving and completely positive (TPCP) map as
mathematical representations of state preparation, mea-
surement, and gate, respectively. We assume that the
set of possible measurement outcomes, Ω, is discrete
and finite. Let G∗ denote the adjoint map of G. We
use s for representing a set of a state preparation,
measurement (POVMs), and ng quantum gates, i.e.,
s = {ρ,Π,G1, . . . ,Gng}. We can choose a real vec-
tor parametrization of s, and we identify s and the
parametrization vector. Let S denote the set of all
parametrization vectors that give sets of physical quan-
tum operations. Let starget ∈ S denote a set of noise-
less quantum operations that we aim to implement in
a quantum information processing (QIP) protocol. We
know what the target set starget is. Let strue ∈ S denote
a set of noisy quantum operations that we have imple-
mented in a lab. The true set strue is unknown, and
the main task of quantum characterization is to estimate
strue from a set of experimental data and to estimate how
different strue and starget are. The information about the
disagreement is used to further improve the accuracy of
strue or to validate the suitability for the QIP protocol.
Suppose that we perform an experiment for estimat-
ing strue. The experiment consists of many different
combinations of state preparation, a sequence of quan-
tum gates, and measurement. Let i = (ig1, . . . , igL) ∈
{1, . . . , ng}×L denote a vector of indices for a sequence
of the quantum gates with length L (i = ∅ for L = 0).
The probability that we observe an outcome ω at the end
of the sequence follows generalized Born’s rule,
pi(ω|s) = Tr [ΠωGigL ◦ · · · ◦ Gig1(ρ)] . (1)
Let pi(s) = {pi(ω|s)}ω∈Ω denote the probability distri-
bution for the sequence i with the set of quantum oper-
ations s. Let Id denote the set of all sequences of quan-
tum operations we perform and p(Id, s) := {pi(s)}i∈Id.
Suppose that we repeat each sequence i ∈ Id N times in
order to collect data. In general, the repetition number
can be dependent on i, but just for simplicity we consider
the case of a common repetition number. We assume
that the actions of quantum operations are independent
of the timing in any sequences and identical for differ-
ent sequences and repetition orders during the whole
characterization experiment. Let f iN = {N iω/N}ω∈Ω
denote the empirical distribution calculated from out-
comes obtained in N repetition of sequence i. We define
fN (Id) := {f iN}i∈Id.
When two sets of quantum operations s, s˜ ∈ S satisfy
pi(s) = pi(s˜), (2)
for all i ∈ Id, we cannot distinguish s and s˜ only with
experimental data. Let us call such sets experimentally
indistinguishable. When sequences in Id are so simple
that we can extract only partial information of strue from
experimental data, it is reasonable that there exist mul-
tiple sets of quantum operations that are experimentally
indistinguishable to strue. It is known, however, that
for any given set strue, no matter how complex the se-
quences are, there exist infinitely many sets in S that are
experimentally indistinguishable from strue. Such exper-
imentally indistinguishable degrees of freedom in S are
called gauge degrees of freedom [31], whose origin lies in
the s-dependency of generalized Born’s rule, a basic prin-
ciple of quantum theory. A map that corresponds to a
gauge degree of freedom is called a gauge transformation.
When two sets of quantum operations are connected via a
gauge transformation, they are called gauge-equivalent.
Let [strue] denote the set of all s ∈ S that are gauge-
equivalent to strue. We call it the gauge-equivalence class
of strue.
3III. THEORETICAL RESULTS
A. Informational completeness and gauge
equivalence
We introduce tomographic completeness and informa-
tional completeness in the context of SCQT. Let Id′ =
{(i′g1k , . . . , i′gLk) : k = 1, . . .} denote a set of index vec-
tors. We call Id′ tomographically complete if a set of
density matrix
{ρi′ := Gi′
gLk
◦ · · · ◦ Gi′
g1k
(ρ)}i′∈Id′ (3)
is a (possibly over-complete) basis of d× d matrix space.
We call Id′ informationally complete if a set of POVMs
{Πi′ := G∗i′g1k ◦ · · · ◦ G
∗
i′
gLk
(Π)}i′∈Id′ (4)
is a (possibly over-complete) basis of the space. Let i∪i′
denote the direct union of two index vectors, i.e., i ∪
i′ = (i1, . . . , iL, i
′
1, . . . , i
′
L′). We call Id self-consistently
informationally complete (SCIC) if it includes{
is ∪ ip
∣∣ is ∈ Ids, ip ∈ Idp} (5)
and{
is ∪ ig ∪ ip
∣∣ is ∈ Ids, ig ∈ {1, . . . , ng}, ip ∈ Idp} (6)
as subsets where Ids and Idp are tomographically and
informationally complete sets of gate index sequences, re-
spectively. The SCIC condition implies that Id includes
sequences of quantum process tomography experiments
for all gates in s.
Theorem 1 Suppose that Id is SCIC and inverse maps
G−1ig exists for ig = 1, . . . , ng. Then, for any s, s˜ ∈ S,
the following two statements are equivalent:
1. s˜ ∈ [s].
2. p(Id, s˜) = p(Id, s).
Note that the inverse maps mentioned in Theorem 1 are
not required to be TPCP. The inverse map always exists
if a quantum gate is implemented with dynamics obey-
ing a time-dependent Lindblad master equation [33], the
time period is finite, and the dissipator of the dynamics
is bounded [34]. Hence the condition that the inverses of
all gates exist is satisfied in experiments.
Theorem 1 indicates that the experimental indistin-
guishability implies the gauge equivalence when the set
of gate index sequences is SCIC. By taking contraposition
of Theorem 1, we have
s˜ /∈ [s]⇔ p(Id, s˜) 6= p(Id, s). (7)
Therefore we can distinguish gauge-inequivalent sets of
quantum operations from probability distributions in this
case.
B. Asymptotically Gauge-Equivalent Estimator
Let us define a loss function and regularization function
as
L
(
p (Id, s),fN (Id)
)
:=
1
|Id|
∑
i∈Id
1
2
∥∥pi(s)− f iN∥∥ 22 ,(8)
and
R(s, s′) :=
1
2
‖ρ− ρ′‖ 22
+
1
|Ω|
∑
ω∈Ω
1
2
‖Πω −Π′ω‖ 22
+
ng∑
ig=1
1
2d2
∥∥∥HS (Gig)−HS (G′ig)∥∥∥ 2
2
, (9)
where HS(G) denote a Hilbert-Schmidt matrix represen-
tation of a TPCP map G.
We propose the following estimator:
sestN := argmin
s∈S
{
L
(
p(Id, s),fN (Id)
)
+rNR(s, s
target)
}
, (10)
where rN is a positive number, called regularization pa-
rameter. It is a user-tunable parameter and it can depend
not only on N , but also on data. We call the estimator
defined by Eq. (10) a regularized self-consistent (RSC)
estimator. We have to choose the value of rN carefully. If
we choose rN so large that the effect of the loss function
in the minimization of Eq. (10) becomes negligible, the
RSC estimate sestN approaches s
target. Then p(Id, sestN )
cannot reproduce fN (Id) precisely for finite N .
The following theorem gives a guideline to choose a
valid value of rN . We use a mathematical notation, <∼,
in such a way that f(N) <∼ g(N) indicates that, for a
positive constant a, f(N) ≤ ag(N) holds for any suffi-
ciently large N . A rigorous definition of the notation is
given in Appendix A2 a.
Theorem 2 (Asymptotic gauge equivalence) If we
choose a regularization parameter satisfying
lim
N→∞
rN = 0 a.s., (11)
then the sequence of the probability distributions,
{p(Id, sestN )}, converges to the true one p(Id, strue) al-
most surely, i.e.,
lim
N→∞
√
L(p(Id, sestN ),p(Id, s
true)) = 0 a.s.. (12)
If we choose the regularization parameter satisfying
rN <∼ 1/N a.s., (13)
then √
L(p(Id, sestN ),p(Id, s
true))
<∼
√
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) (14)
<∼
√
ln lnN
N
a.s. (15)
4hold. If Eq. (11) is satisfied and Id is SCIC, then the
sequence of RSC estimates {sestN } converges to [strue] al-
most surely, i.e.,
lim
N→∞
min
{
R(sestN , s˜)
∣∣ s˜ ∈ [strue] } = 0 a.s.. (16)
The details of the proof are given in A2. Here we sketch
them.
• Proof of Eqs. (12), (14), and (15): We combine
a property of sestN as a minimizer with the strong
law of large numbers [36], the central limit theorem
[36], and the strong law of iterated logarithm [36]
in order to prove them.
• Proof of Eq. (16): First, we derive an inequal-
ity that any points in S outside ǫ-neighborhood
of [strue] satisfy. A main mathematical tool at
the derivation is the strong law of large numbers.
Second, we prove that, for any small ǫ > 0, by
taking a sufficiently large N , sestN does not satisfy
the inequality. This indicates that sestN is in the
ǫ-neighborhood and converges to [strue].
At the construction of the proof of Eq. (16), we used
known results from mathematical statistics as reference.
If we neglect the existence of the gauge degrees of freedom
in the setting of SCQT, the RSC estimator defined by Eq.
(10) can be categorized into an abstract and general class
of statistical estimators, called minimum contrast estima-
tor. In statistical parameter estimation, some sufficient
conditions for a minimum contrast estimator to asymp-
totically converge to the true parameter are known [35].
These results are not directly applicable to the RSC es-
timator in the setting of SCQT because there exist the
gauge degrees of freedom. Nevertheless, our setting has
many properties that are easy to mathematically handle,
such as finite dimensional parameter space, multinomial
probability distributions, and smooth parametrization of
the probability distributions. We modified the known re-
sults to make them applicable to the setting of SCQT.
Simultaneously, with the good properties of the setting
of SCQT and the specific form of the RSC estimates sestN ,
we simplified the modified sufficient conditions.
Suppose that Id is SCIC and rN is chosen to satisfy
Eq. (11). Theorem 2 indicates the asymptotic gauge-
equivalence of sestN , i.e., the convergence of s
est
N to [s
true],
and this guarantees the high reliability of the RSC esti-
mates sestN for sufficiently large N . By definition, the es-
timates are physical. Hence, sestN is self-consistent, strin-
gently physical, and asymptotically gauge-equivalent.
Additionally, Eq. (14) guarantees that, if we choose
rN = c/N where c is a positive constant independent
of N , the asymptotic convergence rate of p(Id, sestN ) to
p(Id, strue) becomes equivalent to or better than that of
fN (Id). This means that s
est
N can reproduce p(Id, s
true)
at least as precise as fN (Id) can. We conjecture that the
asymptotic convergence rates of p(Id, sestN ) and fN (Id)
are equivalent because that of fN (Id) would be optimal.
There is still arbitrariness of choice of c for tuning the
value of rN . In practice, even if c is independent of N ,
too large c can lead a large bias on the RSC estimates
for finite N . We can avoid to choose such unreasonably
large c by combining the estimator with cross validation
[37, 38], which is a standard method for choosing a reg-
ularization parameter in statistics.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Choice of Regularization Function
The main purpose of this paper is to propose a reliable
estimator. We expect the estimator to return a physical
estimate that can reproduce experimental data precisely.
A physical argument that minimizes the loss function,
i.e., argmin
s∈S L(p(Id, s),fN (Id)) might look suitable
for that request. However, since there exist gauge degrees
of freedom, the argument is not unique. In order to ob-
tain an estimate from multiple candidates, we have to fix
the gauge. It is desirable to choose a gauge-fixing method
suitable for validation and improvement after characteri-
zation. A typical task at the validation and improvement
step is to estimate a difference between strue and starget,
say D(strue, starget) by evaluating the difference between
sestN and s
target, D(sestN , s
target). Suppose that there are
two gauge-fixing methods A and B. Their respective es-
timates, obtained from experimental data, are denoted
as sestA,N and s
est
B,N . If p(Id, s
est
A,N ) is as close to fN (Id) as
p(Id, sestB,N ) is and D(s
est
A,N , s
target) < D(sestB,N , s
target),
we consider method A better because the difference
D(sestB,N , s
target) − D(sestA,N , starget) is mainly caused by
the difference of gauge degrees of freedom that is exper-
imentally indistinguishable. In order to reduce such fake
effect on estimates, we fix the gauge such that estimates
are as close to the target starget as they can describe ex-
perimental data precisely.
In Eq. (10), we choose the squared 2-norm as the reg-
ularization. This is because of the simplicity of mathe-
matical and numerical treatment. We can replace the 2-
norms in the loss function and in the regularization with
any other norms. The estimator with other norms is also
asymptotically gauge equivalent because any norms can
be upper-bounded by the 2-norm in finite dimensional
complex spaces [39]. In quantum information theory,
some norms like the trace-norm and diamond-norm have
operational meanings [40, 41], and a regularization using
such norms might be more suitable from the perspective
of validation after characterization.
B. Differences from Known Regularization
Methods
Regularization is a popular method in statistics, ma-
chine learning, and inverse problem [42–46], and is used
in variants of standard QT [47–49]. Especially, regular-
ization with the 2-norm has long history and extensive
5research has been done so far [42, 43, 50–52]. However,
the RSC estimator in the setting of SCQT has at least
three alternatives from conventional regularizations.
First, there exist gauge degrees of freedom in SCQT.
We cannot determine the parameters of interest s only
from experimental data, and such estimation problem is
categorized into an ill-posed problem of the inverse prob-
lem. A conventional approach to the ill-posed problem in
applied mathematics is to neglect or remove such unac-
cessible degrees of freedom. Yet, validation and improve-
ment processes after quantum characterization require a
fixed gauge.
Second, the parametrization of probability distribu-
tions is nonlinear in SCQT, unlike it is linear in standard
QT. The nonlinearity originates from the self-consistent
approach, and it makes analysis of properties and perfor-
mance of estimators hard.
Third, the region of possible parameters is constraint,
which stems from the requirement of physicality on es-
timates of quantum operations. When the accuracy of
quantum operations is high, the true set strue lies close
to the boundary of the physical region. If we require
physicality on estimates, we have to take the boundary
into account. In standard QT, the boundary affects the
performance of estimators [53] for finite data. In SCQT,
the dimension of the parameter space is much larger than
that of standard QT, and the analysis of the boundary
effect becomes much harder.
These makes theoretical and numerical analysis of the
RSC estimator hard. As far as the authors investi-
gated, there are no proofs of asymptotic convergence
and derivations of convergence rates of regularized pa-
rameter estimation problems with the three properties
explained above. Even in quantum characterization, the
first and second properties emerge only after considering
the SCQT approach.
C. Implementation Costs
The RSC estimator proposed here has superior proper-
ties, but one disadvantage is the high cost of experiments
and data processing. For multi-qubit systems, the num-
ber of gate index sequences for SCIC experiments, |Id|,
increases exponentially with respect to the number of
qubits. The cost of data processing also increases expo-
nentially. Exponential scaling is common in tomography
methods, where the experimental cost of SCQT is higher
than that of standard QT. Furthermore, the numerical
cost of RSC estimator would be higher than that of GST
because the physicality constraints are taken into account
at the optimization for calculating an estimate from data
in Eq. (10).
In quantum computation based on the circuit model, a
computational process is constructed with combinations
of 1-qubit state preparations, 1-qubit measurements, 1-
qubit gates, and 2-qubit gates [40]. If we restrict the use
of RSC estimator to such small subsystems, the expo-
nential increase of the implementation costs mentioned
above poses no problem. Let nQ denote the number of
qubits in a device. In cases, where qubits are aligned
at each node on a 2-dimensional square-grid lattice, the
total number of possible locations of 1-qubit and nearest
neighbor 2-qubit operations increase linearly with respect
to nQ. Even if there is concern about crosstalk errors and
we evaluate nearest k-qubit subsystems, the scaling of the
cost of characterization with the RSC estimator still re-
mains linear with respect to nQ, where k is assumed to
be small and independent of nQ. Therefore if we focus
on reliable characterization of elementary quantum op-
erations in the physical layer, the high implementation
cost of RSC estimator is not fatal disadvantage. Natu-
rally, lower computational cost is better and therefore it
is important to develop more stable, more accurate, and
faster numerical algorithms for solving the minimization
in Eq. (10).
D. Comparison to Known Characterization
Methods
In order to make current quantum technologies more
practical, it is necessary to develop a reliable characteri-
zation method designed for improvement and validation.
Theorem 2 guarantees the high reliability of the RSC
estimator for sufficiently large N . As explained in Sec.
IVA, the regularization term in Eq. (10) is chosen to
suppress the possible fake effects of the gauge degrees
of freedom on the RSC estimates used at improvement
and validation and to reduce computational costs at solv-
ing the constraint nonlinear optimization problem. The
reliable and physical estimates give us full information
of state preparations, measurements, and gates, which
makes it possible to calculate any functions of quantum
operations, and this must be sufficient for any validation.
Additionally the full information is useful for further im-
provements of accuracies.
We call quantum tomography with the RSC esti-
mator regularized self-consistent quantum tomography
(RSCQT). Like the other tomographic methods, RSCQT
is concerned with an exponentially increasing cost with
respect to the number of elemental subsystems in the to-
tal system. However, as discussed in Sec. IVC, if we re-
strict its use to characterizing elementary quantum oper-
ations on 1- and 2-qubit subsystems of a total system, the
exponential cost poses no problem in practice. These su-
perior properties ensure that RSCQT is the most promis-
ing way among the known characterization methods (see
Table I).
E. Improvement and Validation for Quantum
Error Correction
Validation of accuracies of elementary quantum oper-
ation implemented for quantum error correction is one of
6TABLE I. Comparison of Quantum Characterization Methods. Suitability to improvement and validation are not considered
for methods with low reliability. Scaling of cost is with respect to the number of elementary subsystems.
Method Estimation Objects Reliability
Physicality
of Estimates
Suitability to
Improvement
Suitability to
Validation
Scaling of Cost
RB Average Gate Fidelity Low — — — Polynomial
Standard QT States, Measurements, or Gates Low Guaranteed — — Exponential
LGST States, Measurements, and Gates High Not Guaranteed Low Low Exponential
PGST States, Measurements, and Gates Low Guaranteed — — Exponential
RSCQT States, Measurements, and Gates High Guaranteed High High Exponential
the most important application of estimation results in
quantum characterization. A depolarizing error model,
which is uniquely characterized only with the average
gate fidelity, is a popular error model used in theoretical
or numerical analysis of quantum error correction codes’
performance. However, recent numerical studies [19, 20]
indicate that the average gate fidelity is not enough for
predicting the performance of a quantum error correction
in some realistic settings. Hence, it may not be appro-
priate to compare the average gate fidelities estimated
with a characterization method to a threshold value cal-
culated with depolarizing error models even if the method
is highly reliable. Results of the comparison using the av-
erage gate fidelity become more unreliable if RB is used
because of its low reliability [16–18]. RSCQT can reli-
ably provide more detailed information of errors in real
experiments. Such information must be contributory to
figuring out more realistic error models to be analyzed in
theoretical and numerical studies of quantum error cor-
rection as well as further improving accuracies of quan-
tum operations implemented in a lab.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we considered a quantum characteriza-
tion problem whose purpose is to reliably characterize
accurate quantum operations implemented in quantum
information processing. We derived a sufficient condi-
tion on experimental designs which enables us to access
all information of the set of unknown state preparation,
measurement, and gate operations except for the gauge
degrees of freedom. We also proposed a self-consistent
estimator with regularization, which has superior prop-
erties. By restricting the minimization variable to the
physical region, the estimates are stringently physical.
Due to a regularization, our estimator gives estimates
more suitable for improving and validating accuracies of
quantum operations. We theoretically proved that the
sequence of estimates converges to the gauge-equivalence
class of the prepared true set of operations the the limit of
the data size going to infinity. This guarantees the high
reliability of the estimation results for sufficiently large
amount of data. We also derived the rate of the asymp-
totic convergence. The method proposed here is the first
self-consistent method that satisfies both physicality of
estimates and asymptotic gauge-equivalence. In order
to make quantum technologies, e.g., quantum compu-
tation, quantum communication, and quantum sensing,
more practical, it is indispensable to further improve ac-
curacies of current state-of-the-art quantum operations.
Theoretical results given here ensure that the method is
the most promising way among the known quantum char-
acterization methods. We hope the method contributes
to this pursuit.
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7Appendix A: Proofs of Theorems
1. Proof of Theorem 1
First, we mention two lemmas on vector bases. Let
dim denote a finite positive integer.
Lemma 1 Let {ai}dimi=1 and {bi}dimi=1 denote bases of a
dim-dimensional vector space. Then there exists a unique
invertible dim× dim matrix C satisfying
bi = Cai, i = 1, . . . , dim . (A1)
Proof (Lemma 1): Let {ei}dimi=1 denote an orthogonal and
normalized basis of Cdim. There exists unique invertible
matrices A and B satisfying
ai = Aei, ∀i = 1, . . . , dim, (A2)
bi = Bei, ∀i = 1, . . . , dim . (A3)
Then
bi = BA
−1ai (A4)
holds, and C = BA−1. From the uniqueness and invert-
ibility of A and B, C is also unique and invertible. 
Lemma 2 Let {ai}dimi=1 and {bi}dimi=1 denote bases of a
dim-dimensional vector space. If matrices X and Y sat-
isfy
bj ·Xai = bj · Y ai, ∀i, j = 1, . . . , dim, (A5)
then X = Y holds.
Proof (Lemma 2): Let {ei}dimi=1 denote an orthogonal and
normalized basis of Cdim. There exists unique invertible
matrices A and B satisfying
ai = Aei, ∀i = 1, . . . , dim, (A6)
bi = Bei, ∀i = 1, . . . , dim . (A7)
Then
bj ·Xai = ej · B†XAei (A8)
= bj · Y ai = ej ·B†Y Aei. (A9)
Therefore we have B†XA = B†Y A. From the invertibil-
ity of A and B, X = Y holds. 
In the following, we choose dim = d×d. Let |ρ〉〉, |Π〉〉 =
{|Πω〉〉}ω∈Ω, and G denote a vectorized representation of
a density matrix ρ, the same representation of a POVM
Π, and a superoperator of a TPCP map G [28, 54]. The
vectors |ρ〉〉 and |Πω〉〉 are in Cdim and the matrix G is in
C
dim× dim. Then generalized Born’s rule can be rewritten
with the vector representation as
p(ω|ρ,G,Π) = Tr [ΠωG(ρ)] (A10)
= 〈〈Πω |G|ρ〉〉. (A11)
Note that
〈〈G∗(Πω)| = 〈〈Πω |G (A12)
holds.
Lemma 3 Suppose that {|ρi〉〉}Nsi=1 and {|ρ˜i〉〉}Nsi=1 are
tomographically complete sets of density matrices and
{|Πj〉〉}Npj=1 and {|Π˜j〉〉}Npj=1 are informationally complete
sets of POVMs. If
〈〈Πjω |ρi〉〉 = 〈〈Π˜jω |ρ˜i〉〉, (A13)
holds for any i, j, and ω, then there exists a unique in-
vertible matrix A satisfying
|ρ˜i〉〉 = A|ρi〉〉, (A14)
〈〈Π˜jω | = 〈〈Πjω |A−1, (A15)
for any i, j, and ω.
Proof (Lemma 3): We divide each set into a linear inde-
pendent subset subscripted with 1 and the residual subset
subscripted with 2.
{|ρi〉〉}Nsi=1 = S1 ∩ S2, (A16)
S1 := {|ρi〉〉}dimi=1 , (A17)
S2 := {|ρi〉〉}Nsi=dim+1, (A18)
{|ρ˜i〉〉}Nsi=1 = S˜1 ∩ S˜2, (A19)
S˜1 := {|ρ˜i〉〉}dimi=1 , (A20)
S˜2 := {|ρ˜i〉〉}Nsi=dim+1, (A21)
{|Πj〉〉}Npj=1 = P1 ∩ P2, (A22)
P1 := {|Πjωj 〉〉}dimj=1, (A23)
P2 := {|Πjωj 〉〉}
|Ω|·Np
j=dim+1, (A24)
{|Π˜j〉〉}Npj=1 = P˜1 ∩ P˜2, (A25)
P˜1 := {|Π˜jωj 〉〉}dimj=1, (A26)
P˜2 := {|Π˜jωj 〉〉}
|Ω|·Np
j=dim+1. (A27)
During the devision process, if necessary, we relabel the
indices i, j, and ω so that S1 and P1, and are bases
of Cdim. From Lemma 1, there exist unique invertible
matrices A and B satisfying
|ρ˜i〉〉 = A|ρi〉〉, ∀i = 1, . . . , dim, (A28)
〈〈Π˜jωj | = 〈〈Π˜jωj |B, ∀j = 1, . . . , dim . (A29)
Then
〈〈Πjωj |ρi〉〉 = 〈〈Π˜jω |ρ˜i〉〉 = 〈〈Πjωj |BA|ρi〉〉 (A30)
holds for i, j = 1, . . . , dim. From Lemma 2, we have
BA = I ⇐⇒ B = A−1. (A31)
Therefore it is proven that there exist a unique matrix
satisfying Eqs. (A14) and (A15) for the linear indepen-
dent parts S1, S˜1, P1, and P˜1.
Suppose that dim < k ≤ Ns in the case of dim < Ns.
We can span any residual vectors in S2 and S˜2 by S1 and
S˜1 as
|ρk〉〉 =
dim∑
i=1
cki|ρi〉〉, (A32)
|ρ˜k〉〉 =
dim∑
i=1
c˜ki|ρ˜i〉〉 = A
(
dim∑
i=1
c˜ki|ρi〉〉
)
. (A33)
8Then from Eq. (A13),
〈〈Πjωj |ρk〉〉 = 〈〈Πjωj |
(
dim∑
i=1
cki|ρi〉〉
)
(A34)
= 〈〈Π˜jωj |ρ˜k〉〉 = 〈〈Πjωj |BA
(
dim∑
i=1
c˜ki|ρi〉〉
)
(A35)
= 〈〈Πjωj |
(
dim∑
i=1
c˜ki|ρi〉〉
)
(A36)
holds for j = 1, . . . , dim, and we have
dim∑
i=1
cki|ρi〉〉 =
dim∑
i=1
c˜ki|ρi〉〉. (A37)
Then
|ρ˜k〉〉 = A|ρk〉〉 (A38)
holds for k = dim+1, . . . , Ns.
In the same way as the state vector, we can prove
〈〈Π˜jωj | = 〈〈Πjωj |A−1, ∀j = dim+1, . . . , |Ω| ·Np. (A39)

Now we are ready for proving Theorem 1.
Proof (Theorem 1): When s˜ ∈ [s], p(Id, s˜) = p(Id, s˜)
holds by definition of the gauge-equivalence. Here we
prove the opposite direction, i.e., when Id is SCIC and
each gates in s has the inverse, which can be unphysical,
then p(Id, s˜) = p(Id, s) implies s˜ ∈ [s]. Id is SCIC, it
includes a set of index sequences satisfying Eq. (5). Ids
and Idp are tomographically and informationally com-
plete, respectively. From Lemma 3, equations
〈〈Π˜ipω |ρ˜is〉〉 = 〈〈Πipω |ρis〉〉 (A40)
imply that there exists a unique matrix A such that
|ρ˜is〉〉 = A|ρis〉〉, ∀is ∈ Ids, (A41)
〈〈Π˜ipω | = 〈〈Πipω |A−1, ∀ip ∈ Idp, ω ∈ Ω. (A42)
The set of gate index sequences Id also includes a set of
index sequences satisfying Eq. (6). Then
〈〈Πipω |Gig |ρis〉〉 = 〈〈Π˜ipω |G˜ig |ρ˜is〉〉 (A43)
= 〈〈Πipω |A−1G˜igA|ρis〉〉 (A44)
holds for is ∈ Ids, ig = 1, . . . , ng, ip ∈ Idp, and ω ∈ Ω.
From Lemma 2, we have
Gig = A
−1G˜igA⇔ G˜ig = AGigA−1, (A45)
for ig = 1, . . . , ng.
With Eq. (A45), Eqs. (A41) and (A42) can be rewrit-
ten as
AGisA−1|ρ˜〉〉 = AGis |ρ〉〉, (A46)
〈〈Π˜ω |AGipA−1 = 〈〈Πω |GipA−1, (A47)
where Gis and Gip are superoperators of gates con-
structed by applying Gig along with is and ip, respec-
tively. From the invertibility of A and Gig , we obtain
|ρ˜〉〉 = A|ρ〉〉, (A48)
〈〈Π˜ω | = 〈〈Πω |A−1. (A49)
Let i denote an arbitrary gate index sequences whose
each element is in {1, . . . , ng}. It is not necessarily in Id.
Eqs. (A41), (A42), and (A45) lead
pi(s˜) = pi(s). (A50)
Therefore s˜ ∈ [s]. 
If we assume that ∅, which means “no gate operations”,
is included in Ids and Idp, we can remove the assump-
tion that all G ∈ s are invertible from the statement of
Theorem 1.
2. Proof of Theorem 2
In this section, we give a proof of Theorem 2. In
order to clarify the roles of each properties of the RSC
estimator in the setting of SCQT and each condition
mentioned in Theorem 2, we split the proof into two
steps. First, we prove theorems for a general setting
of statistical parameter estimation with the following
conditions:
Conditions
C.1 The parameter space S is a compact subset of a Eu-
clidean space, and the parametrization of p(Id, s)
is continuous.
C.2 The regularization function R(s, s′) is positive and
bounded.
C.3 The regularization parameter rN is positive and
satisfies lim
N→∞
rN = 0 a.s..
C.4 The regularization parameter rN is positive and
satisfies rN <∼ L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)).
C.5 The point strue satisfying pi(s) = f iN is uniquely
determined up to the gauge equivalence. In
other words, s /∈ [strue] ⇔ ∃i ∈ Id such that∥∥pi(s)− pi(strue)∥∥
2
> 0.
Second, we show that the theorems are applicable to the
RSC estimator in the setting of SCQT.
In Sec. A 2 a, we give a rigorous definition of the
asymptotic notation, <∼. The definition is used in proofs
in this section. In Sec. A 2b, we introduce a lemma that
is about bounds of the asymptotic convergence rate of
the empirical distributions to the true probability distri-
butions. The lemma is used in Sec. A 2 d. In Sec. A 2 c,
we prove Eq. (12). In Sec. A 2d, we prove Eqs. (14)
and (15). In Sec. A 2 e, we prove Eq. (16). Main tools
used in the proofs are the property of sestN as the mini-
mizer of the objective function, the triangle inequality of
norms, the strong law of large numbers, the central limit
theorem, and the strong law of iterated logarithm.
9a. Definition of the Asymptotic Notation
We give a rigorous definition of the asymptotic no-
tation, ”<∼”, introduced in the main text and used in
Theorem 2. Suppose that f(N) and g(N) are positive
functions of the data size N > 0. Then the notation is
defined as
f(N) <∼ g(N) def⇐⇒ lim sup
N→∞
f(N)
g(N)
<∞. (A51)
Equivalently, f(N) <∼ g(N) holds if and only if there
exists a positive real numbers a and N0 such that
f(N) ≤ ag(N), ∀ N ≥ N0. (A52)
This is equivalent to the big O notation, f(N) ∈
O(g(N)), in computer science.
b. Asymptotic convergence rate of empirical distributions
We introduce a lemma for proving Eqs. (14) and (15).
Lemma 4 The asymptotic convergence rate of fN (Id)
to p(Id, strue) is bounded as
1√
N
<∼
√
L
(
p(Id, strue),fN (Id)
)
<∼
√
ln lnN
N
a.s..(A53)
Proof (Lemma 4) : We prove the first inequality of Eq.
(A53) by contradiction to the central limit theorem. We
assume
L
(
p(Id, strue),fN (Id)
)
<
C
N
a.s., (A54)
for arbitrary positive constant C and sufficiently large
N . Then, due to the dominant convergence theorem, we
obtain
E
[
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id))
]
<
C
N
, (A55)
for arbitrary positive constant C and sufficiently large
N , where E denote the expectation with respect to the
observed measurement outcomes. On the other hand, the
central limit theorem [36] leads to
E
[
L
(
p(Id, strue),fN (Id)
)] ∝ 1
N
. (A56)
Eq. (A55) contradicts Eq. (A56). Therefore there exists
a positive number a such that
a
N
≤ L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) a.s., (A57)
for any sufficiently large N , and we obtain the first in-
equality to be proved.
The second inequality of Eq. (A53) is the strong law
of iterated logarithm [36] itself. 
c. Proof of Eq. (12)
We prove Eq. (12) in Theorem 2. First, we prove the
equivalent statement under Conditions C.1, C.2, and C.3.
Theorem 3 If C.1, C.2, and C.3 are satisfied, then
lim
N→∞
√
L(p(Id, sestN ),p(Id, s
true)) = 0 a.s. (A58)
holds.
Proof (Theorem 3):
Under Condition C.1, there exists an argument minimiz-
ing the objective function FN (s) over S. Then, we have
L(p(Id, sestN ),fN (Id))
≤ L(p(Id, sestN ),fN (Id)) + rNR(sestN , starget) (A59)
= min
s∈S
FN (s) (A60)
≤ FN (strue) (A61)
= L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) + rNR(s
true, starget) (A62)
→ 0 as N →∞ a.s.. (A63)
Here we used the strong law of large numbers [36] and
Conditions C.2 and C.3.
By using the triangle inequality of
√
L, we have√
L(p(Id, sestN ),p(Id, s
true))
≤
√
L(p(Id, sestN ),fN (Id))
+
√
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) (A64)
→ 0 as N →∞ a.s.. (A65)

Let us move on to the proof of Eq. (12). In the setting
of SCQT, we can choose a continuous parametrization of
probability distributions, and the continuous parameter
space can be compact subset of a Euclidean space. Hence,
Condition C.1 is satisfied. Condition C.2, the positivity
and boundedness of R, is satisfied in the RSC estimator.
Condition C.3 is Eq. (11) itself. Therefore, Theorem 3 is
applicable to the RSC estimator in the setting of SCQT,
and Eq. (12) holds. 
d. Proof of Eqs. (14) and (15)
We prove Eqs. (14) and (15) in Theorem 2. First, we
prove an equivalent statement under condition C.1, C.2,
and C.4.
Theorem 4 If C.1, C.2, and C.4 are satisfied, then√
L(p(Id, sestN ),p(Id, s
true))
<∼
√
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) a.s. (A66)
holds.
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Proof (Theorem 4):
As shown in the proof of Theorem 3, under Condition
C.1, Eq. (A62) holds. By combining Condition C.4 and
C.2 with Eq. (A62), we obtain
L(p(Id, sestN ),fN (Id))
<∼
{
1 +R(strue, starget)
}
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) (A67)
<∼ L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) a.s.. (A68)
By using the triangle inequality of
√
L and Eq. (A68),
we have √
L(p(Id, sestN ),p(Id, s
true))
≤
√
L(p(Id, sestN ),fN (Id))
+
√
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) (A69)
<∼
√
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id))
+
√
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) (A70)
= 2
√
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) (A71)
<∼
√
L(p(Id, strue),fN (Id)) a.s.. (A72)

Let us move on to the prove Eqs. (14) and (15) in
Theorem 2. Conditions C.1 and C.2 are satisfied in the
setting of SCQT as explained in the end of Sec. A 2 c.
If we choose a regularization parameter satisfying rN <∼
1/N a.s. (Eq. (13)), inequalities
rN <∼
1
N
<∼ L
(
p(Id, strue),fN (Id)
)
a.s. (A73)
hold because of the first inequality in Lemma 4, and Con-
dition C.4 is satisfied. Therefore Theorem 4 is applicable
to the RSC estimator in the setting of SCQT, and we ob-
tain Eq. (14). Eq. (15) is given by combining the second
inequality in Lemma 4 and Theorem 4. 
e. Proof of Eq. (16)
We prove that a sequence of estimates {sestN } converges
to the gauge equivalence class [strue] almost surely at the
limit of N going to infinity. To prove that, we modify
the proof of Theorem 4.4 in [35] to make it applicable to
the RSC estimator in the setting of SCQT, which is an
ill-posed problem caused by the existence of the gauge
degrees of freedom. We define
R(s, [strue]) := min
{
R(s, s′)
∣∣ s′ ∈ [strue]} (A74)
as a (squared) distance between s and the gauge equiva-
lence class [strue].
Theorem 5 If Conditions C.1, C.2, C.3, and C.5 are
satisfied, the sequence of RSC estimates {sestN } converges
to [strue] almost surely, i.e.,
lim
N→∞
R(sestN , [s
true]) = 0 a.s.. (A75)
Proof (Theorem 5): First, we derive an inequality that
any points in S outside the ǫ-neighborhood of [strue] sat-
isfy. For a given ǫ > 0, we define
ηǫ := min
s∈S
{√
L(p(Id, strue),p(Id, s) ;
R(s, [strue]) ≥ ǫ} . (A76)
Since pi(s) are continuous functions over the compact
set S (Condition C.1), the minimal value ηǫ exists. From
Condition C.5, ηǫ > 0.
The following arguments hold almost surely. From the
strong law of large numbers [36], for any i ∈ Id
lim
N→∞
f iN = p
i(strue) a.s.. (A77)
From Eq. (A77) and Condition C.3, for every ǫ > 0,
there exists a constant N(ǫ) such that
N ≥ N(ǫ)⇒
{ √
L(fN (Id),p(Id, strue)) <
ηǫ
4√
rNR(strue, starget) <
ηǫ
4
. (A78)
Then, for every s satisfying R(s, [strue]) ≥ ǫ, we have√
L
(
fN (Id),p(Id, s)
)
≥
√
L(p(Id, s),p(Id, strue))
−
√
L(fN (Id),p(Id, strue)) (A79)
>
√
L(p(Id, s),p(Id, strue))− ηǫ
4
(A80)
≥ ηǫ − ηǫ
4
(A81)
=
3
4
ηǫ, (A82)
where we used the triangle inequality for the 2-norm
(
√
L). Therefore, an inequality
min
s∈S
{
L(p(Id, s),fN (Id)) | R(s, [strue]) ≥ ǫ
}
>
9
16
η2ǫ(A83)
holds. Then we obtain
min
s∈S
{
FN (s)
∣∣ R(s, [strue]) ≥ ǫ} (A84)
≥ min
s∈S
{
L
(
p(Id, s),fN (Id)
) ∣∣ R (s, [strue]) ≥ ǫ}(A85)
>
9
16
η2ǫ . (A86)
Next, we show that sestN does not satisfy Eq. (A86).
Since sestN is the argument minimizing FN (s) over s ∈ S,
FN (s
est
N ) ≤ FN (s) holds for any s ∈ S. Then, from Eq.
(A78), we have
FN (s
est
N ) ≤ FN (strue) (A87)
= L
(
p(Id, strue),fN (Id)
)
+rNR(s
true, starget) (A88)
<
(ηǫ
4
)2
+
(ηǫ
4
)2
=
2
16
η2ǫ (A89)
<
9
16
η2ǫ . (A90)
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Hence, sestN does not satisfy Eq. (A86), and it means that
sestN is in the ǫ-neighborhood of [s
true]. Thus, we obtain
N ≥ N(ǫ)⇒ R(sestN , [strue]) < ǫ. (A91)
Since ǫ is an arbitrary positive number, we obtain
lim
N→∞
R(sestN , [s
true]) = 0 a.s.. (A92)

Let us move on to the proof of Eq. (16). Condition C.1
and C.2 are satisfied in the setting of SCQT as explained
in the ends of Secs. A 2 c and A 2d. Condition C.3 is Eq.
(11) itself. When Id is SCIC, Condition C.5 is satisfied
(Theorem 1). Therefore Theorem 5 is applicable to the
RSC estimator in the setting of SCQT, and it leads to
Eq. (16) in Theorem 2. 
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